Sustainable Home Learning and Play
These activities are designed for going to a safe outdoors space such
as a garden or local park. If this is not possible every activity has an indoors
adaptation below. For more ideas and video demonstrations join our Facebook group
www.facebook.com/groups/2947052738685771/

Outdoor Number Poems
“Ten pointy pegs positioned perkily” use
our simple poem formula of
Number-adjective-noun-alliteration
And see what poetry the world around
you can inspire.

Outdoor Spellings
Grab yourself some small loose parts
such as buttons, leaves, stones, shells
etc. Use them to represent sounds in
words that are spelt differently but
sound the same e.g. ‘oo’, ‘ue’ ‘ou.’ Can
you write a sentence including words
using these sound symbols in place of
the correct letters?
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Story Stick
Find a stick as long as your forearm and
attach symbolic natural or unnatural
items using string or masking tape as
you make a journey. The completed
stick can they be used to tell the story
of journey – whether it’s imaginary or a
real route that you walked

Who dunnit?
Recreate the scene of the crime that was
committed in the nursery rhyme
‘Humpty Dumpty’ complete with
homemade hazard tape and chalk
outlines. Go a step further and make
your own crime scene as a fantastic
prompt for stories, news reports,
interviews etc.

Bringing Books to Life
If you are enjoying reading a story with
your child why not bring another
dimension to the story by recreating
scenes from the story or making a
scene an inspiration for piece of art.
E.g. imagine decorating a tree to
become the Faraway Tree.

Talking Tokens
Having a debate is a great way to build
oral skills, learning how to express
opinions, listen and reflect. To take the
heat out of discussions and make sure
everyone gets a fair hearing try
adopting the talking token approach.
When your tokens are spent your point
has been made.

For more resources visit www.ltl.org.uk/free-resources
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